Innovative Features

A Culture of Change for the Better
Innovation has been at the heart of who we are from day one. As our company’s grown, our process has
become more sophisticated and collaborative. From design to manufacturing, safety to sustainability,
efficiency to accessibility, our employees have thought so far outside the box, that one moment we’re
being told, “it will never work,” and the next, we’re being followed.

Steel Decks The heaviest steel decks for long-lasting safety. All Landscape Structures decks are formed
from 12-gauge (.105") steel-the thickest in the industry. They're flange formed to create safe, rounded
corners, and reinforced with .105" x 2" ribs welded on cross for superior strength and a consistently flat
surface. Decks are flush mounted to the outside of posts, creating more play space and reducing
awkward spaces where toes or hands could get caught. They're perforated with 5/16" -diameter holes
that provide drainage but won't trap small fingers, and they're TenderTuff™ -coated for a comfortable
play space year-round.

Track Ride Trolley Track Ride trolley: ultra-smooth ride, ultra-long lasting. Durable overhead track rides
should never jolt or stop mid-glide. We built our trolley so kids can glide seamlessly along the track
without interruption. It consists of four polyurethane roller skate wheels with ball bearings, a highdensity polyurethane guide block and an easy-grip handle that features TenderTuff™ coating. It’s fully
enclosed, with no exposed moving parts, so fingers can’t get pinched. And our special safety bumpers at
each end of the rise ensure safe landings for everyone.

Torsion Powered Spring Mechanism Torsion-powered spring mechanism delivers the right amount of
bounce. This fully-enclosed mechanism for our seesaws maintains the proper balance of bouncy fun and
controlled motion. Limited forward-and-back motion is appropriate for younger preschoolers.

Tire Swing Hanger Steel tire swing hangers designed with durability in mind. Made from 100% stainless
steel, our hangers utilize Oilite® bushings for a smooth, 360-degree rotation. With no bearings to
replace or messy grease to worry about, they’re virtually maintenance free. The swing chains thread
directly through the hanger for a cleaner, safer connection. Hangs 9" below the beam for added safety.
Oilite® is a registered trademark of Beemer Precision, Inc.

Swivel Point Swivel point connectors are better by every measure. Our Disc Challenge and S-Disc
Challenge bridges may seem similar to flexible bridges offered by other manufacturers, but only we use
specially engineered swivel point connectors to attach our bridges to the overhead beams. These selflubricating “universal joints” are stronger, safer and more flexible than lesser-quality clevis pins or Shooks. Designed to withstand wear and tear, they reduce maintenance time and expense, and allow you
to keep the playground fun available year-round.

Sliding Footers Sliding footers for safe and healthy kids. Sliding footers help ensure slides don't pull
away from decks, warp or crack due to normal expansion and contraction. The result: They help
eliminate gaps that can potentially entangle children's clothing. Bolting slides directly to the ground may
be less expensive, but it's not as safe or long lasting. We are the only playground equipment
manufacturer to use sliding footers at the bottom of our slides.

Rubber Mallets Rubber Mallets: striking rich tones on Rhapsody™ Outdoor Musical Instruments. Rubber
mallets are designed to optimize the sound of the notes within their reach. Slip easily into mallet holders
so they don't have to touch the ground. Attached to instruments by coated steel cable, the mallets
cannot be pulled out or cut off ensuring they are available at all times.

Roller Slides Rollerslide: exciting for the senses, excellent for the environment. Exclusive to Landscape
Structures, our Rollerslide brings a cool, sensory experience to the playground, and an inclusive play
experience to kids of all abilities. TenderTuff™-coated rollers, supported by extruded-aluminum side
rails and steel rods, roll on highly durable Nylatron® bearings. Wide enough that kids can slide side by
side, rollers are angled at 22 degrees to ensure a controlled ride. Plus, the side rails are created with
81% recycled content and are fully recyclable, as are the footers and roller shafts. Nylatron® is a
trademark of the Polymer Corporation USA.

Rapid Release® Quick and easy Rapid Release® Technology. The patent-pending Rapid Release® system
features an adjustable mechanism to remove your SkyWays® shade quickly and easily, and then achieve
proper tensioning while reinstalling.

PlayShaper® Posts Extruded, recycled aluminum gets PlayShaper started right. PlayShaper posts are big
on benefits and sized just right. The posts have factory-installed deck flanges that support decks while
the mounting hardware is assembled underneath, so installing your playstructure is a snap. The sturdy,
2-3/8"-square extruded-aluminum posts are scaled appropriately for preschoolers and are comfortable
for little hands, with specially designed ridges that diffuse heat and cold. And to make PlayShaper a safe
place to play, we’ve incorporated a 1" space between posts and tops of panels so clothing won’t get
caught. These posts are created from recycled materials and can be recycled at the end of their play
days.

PlayBooster® Clamps Recycled and recyclable: heavy-duty aluminum and galvanized steel. PlayBooster
posts and clamps set the gold standard for quality and durability. This original round post-and-clamp
system features 5"-diameter posts made from galvanized steel or recycled aluminum. Die-cast
aluminum top caps are secured with three drive rivets, so they won't rock or loosen, and they effectively
keep water from entering posts. Bottom caps increase footing area, preventing the post from sinking or
settling during installation. Our aluminum die-cast half-clamp features 360 degrees of compression for a
more secure fit to posts. An aluminum drive rivet adds shear strength for load-bearing clamps, Posts and
clamps feature a ProShield® finish for optimum UV stability, gloss retention and a rugged, long-lasting
finish. Made to last for decades for true sustainability.

Play It Safe! Plates Ensuring age-appropriate play is critical to playground safety. And since warning
labels can be removed or fade over time, we've developed aluminum plates printed with DigiFuse®
technology to attach to our playground systems and freestanding play elements. The permanent plates
ensure important information is available, readable and visually appealing over the long term. Available
in English, French or Spanish.

NetPlex® Clamps This patent-pending clamping system provides a unique and flexible attachment for
cable connections. Clamps feature a ProShield® finish in a complementary color.

Hardware Pack Hardware packs for less waste, faster installation. All our bolts, flange nuts and screws
are vandal resistant to keep your playground safe from unwanted tampering. While other
manufacturers ship a box of mixed bolts, we package each set of hardware individually, per component.
Equipment assembly diagrams are included to make installation easier and error free, and help make
community-build projects faster and more efficient.

Handgrips Handgrips help kids safely climb at every possible angle. All Mobius® climbers feature
specially designed handgrips that mimic the performance and feel like those on professional climbing
walls. Attached by two bolts, they stay tightly in place, reducing maintenance and providing gap-free
safety for clothing and skin. And they offer a superior grip that everyone can count on, whether kids are
climbing up, down or sideways.

GeoPlex® Clamps Our patent-pending, low-profile stainless steel locking clamp features 360 degrees of
compression for a secure fit to posts. Clamps feature a ProShield® finish to match the post color.

Flush-Fit Engineering Flush-fit engineering ensures safe, imaginative play. PlayBooster® enclosures
measure at least 38" from the top of the deck to the top of the panel, meeting CPSC and ASTM barrier
requirements. And all of our PlayBooster enclosures attach outside of decks to eliminate foot
entrapments and to maximize the playspace. That means healthier (and safer!) communities.

Cast-Aluminum Ball Connectors Our two-piece cast-aluminum ball connectors house an innovative and
versatile ball-and-socket clamping system designed specially for the Evos® and Weevos® playsystems.
They provide a minimum of 6,500 pounds of clamping strength to hold each solid-steel ball and 2-3/8"steel supporting arch in place at any angle. This allows customized placement of play components
throughout the Evos and Weevos sphere.

Beveled S-Clamp A new angle on safety. Our beveled S-clamps feature the gripping power of a standard
S-clamp, but with an added safety feature. Beveled ends provide a tight, refined look, and minimize
edge reveal so climbing, bouncing and swinging are more comfortable than ever.

Electropolish Finish Electropolish Finish is an innovative polished stainless steel that adds a modern
design flare and enhanced protection against corrosion in coastal environments. This bright, smooth
polish provides a uniform luster with excellent light reflection and depth of clarity.

Materials

We Set the Standard for Quality
From our exclusive compression clamps that keep fingers and clothing safe to our tunnel slide design
that eliminates pinched fingers, our focus is on safety and durability. We use only the best materials and
innovative features because we build our playground products to last.

Anodized Aluminum Anodized aluminum creates cool, kid-friendly climbs. The panels on our Mobius®
climbers are made of recycled, textured, anodized aluminum. This rust-free surface refracts sunlight for
a comfortable climb all summer long and is virtually maintenance free. And it's grippy, so it helps kids
maneuver safely through their loopiest climbs. Panels in cool silver; steel supports in any ProShield®
color.

Bamboo This engineered, laminated natural material adds texture and a warm aesthetic. Bamboo is a
rapidly renewable and sustainable resource. Regular refinishing is required. Available in natural color.

Galvanized Steel We use galvanized steel for maximum durability. All galvanized steel parts are
ProShield® finished for optimum corrosion resistance, UV stability and gloss retention.

Glass Fiber Reinforced Concrete Glass Fiber Reinforced Concrete (GFRC) means natural, rock-solid fun.
GFRC is the tough-as-nails material we use to create our natural rock climbers. GFRC has a rugged, rocklike texture that never feels artificial, and it hardens over time to deliver years of reliable fun in any
environment. GFRC is UV stable and won’t burn, splinter or crumble, making it virtually maintenance
free. Our exclusive six-step, fade-resistant finish is produced without incorporating any acids or toxic
stains. Plus, we use recycled powdercoat material to paint the bases and recycled water during the
cleaning process, saving up to 2000 gallons of water per day!

GripX GripX is a UV stabilized HDPE (high-density polyethylene), marine-grade material. Specially
designed slip resistant texture enhances traction and appearance. Easy to clean and endures harsh
climate conditions.

Hot Dip Galvanized Steel By completely dipping steel into a bath of molten zinc, the zinc reacts with the
steel to form a series of multiple layers. These intermetallic layers make it highly resistant to corrosion,
while creating a unique look for your playground designs.

Permalene® Material Recycled Permalene® panels look like new year after year. In 1985, Landscape
Structures introduced Permalene material to the marketplace in kid-friendly activity panels. Today, we
use this strong 3/4 inch-thick, customized material for interactive play panels, tables, handholds and
signs. Our Recycled Permalene panels are 73 percent post-consumer material and the distinctive black
core is the result of combining and recycling colored plastic household containers.

ProGuard™ Finish
Difference you can see! ProGuard™ is a new super-resistant finish now applied standard to all Landscape
Structures swing chain that’s at least two times more corrosion resistant than galvanized steel chain.

ProShield® Finish ProShield® finish is a smart combination of beauty and brawn. Our ProShield finish is
so tough, it substantially increases the durability of our products. We’ve combined a specially
formulated primer with a high-quality, architectural-grade powdercoat topcoat. The result is enhanced
longevity, greater protection against harsh UV rays, prevention from corrosion and improved product
performance. You'll first notice the vibrant, long-lasting color and glossier finish.You'll appreciate the
fact that something so attractive also reduces corrosion and chipping, requiring less maintenance. It’s
available in all the great colors you’ve come to love. And we reclaim our epoxy primer within the
process, eliminating waste powder.

Recycled Plastic Lumber Looks like wood, but lasts longer and are easier to clean. Created from 100%
recycled high-density UV-stabilized polyethylene material to prevent warping in direct sun. Thickness of
material varies by individual product.

Rotationally-Molded Polyethylene The heavy-duty rotationally molded polyethylene material ensures
strength and durability while resisting cracking, fading and peeling. Components constructed of durable
double-walled polyethylene have built-in safety and are easy to install.

Shade Fabric Shade fabric used on SkyWays® and CoolToppers® creates an island of sun-safe cool. Our
shade fabric is a breathable, weather-resistant material made of high-density polyethylene fabric.
Designed to block up to 97% of the sun's UV rays and keep playground temperatures up to 30 degrees
cooler, it's also flame retardant and resistant to mildew, fading and ultraviolet rays, making it a longlasting, great-looking addition to your playground. We reinforce all corners with 16-ounce non-tear vinyl
and all pockets with protective webbing where steel tubing enters or exits. Engineered for supersustainability.

Steel-Reinforced Cables Steel-reinforced cables provide years of safe, bouncy fun. Made of tightly
woven, polyester-wrapped, six-stranded galvanized-steel cable. These abrasion-resistant, color-stable
cables are extremely durable and vandal resistant.

SteelX® SteelX long lasting, super-sustainable. Built to stand up to extreme demands, vandal-resistant
SteelX offers a heavy-duty option for playgrounds everywhere. SteelX is made of 14-gauge steel, pieces
are laser-cut, then galvanized and given a ProShield® finish to provide protection against weather,
corrosion and fire. Used for rugged panels, roofs and play components.

TenderTuff™ Coating TenderTuff coating protects small hands, feet and knees for healthier, safer kids.
We protect tender hands from the temperature extremes of bare metal with our proprietary TenderTuff
surface coating. You’ll find it on most everything children may touch. Our exclusive TenderTuff coating
acts as a temperature moderator, insulating little hands from heat and cold, and providing a softer,
grippier surface. Even better, we utilize new production techniques that save water and energy during
the manufacturing of this great coating! TenderTuff meets all safety standards and complies with Public
Law No. 110-314, Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008.

Textured-Polyester Resin Durable, easy-to-grasp handgrips and footholds made of low-density, UVstable polyester resin. Large enough to ensure secure grips, feels just like the climbing gym.

